Love Letters, Erotic Notes,
and Other Necessary Fictions
by Swati Khurana
!
!
Was I crying last night? There is makeup on my pillowcase
!
You took Kim home . . . . . .oh oh . . . . .awkward
!

Lol
*
There is no lesser form I think. Drawing and singing
performance are more primal and closer to the source. It takes more bravery.
*
Good morning. Where would you like to go? Open to suggestions. I am not gluten free
and lactose intolerant if we can take that into consideration.
*
I’m about four glasses of wine into this wedding, so help me out a bit here
*
I will probably end the night at 8 am.
*
How is 6 pm in Chelsea for the best pizza you’ve ever had? I have a Groupon for it that
expires tomorrow
*
Seriously though . . . I know I’m far a field but if you ever need a dig sitter let me know. .
We live in a big friendly building . . two blocks from a park. And a block from a pet store
called ‘Who’s your doggie’ What more could you ask for?!
*
You are not an irresponsible college student any more. You are a mature responsible
adult with a high level corporate job and you need to start thinking about
consequences. That said, I love you more than life and am very proud of you (most of
the time)

!

I’m offended by your comments. I think you’re being closed minded and judgmental
and I’d prefer to not have this convo anymore.
*
I am on way to wedding in prospect park now
Wonder if Americans are prompt w wedding starts – cant recall
*
If you could describe the last two years of your life in a sentence/word what would it
be?

!
Masochism?
!

Haha. And how?
Sensible spending, early bedtime, retirement planning.

!

*
At this point I would appreciate your restraining yourself from further communication
with me. Each text I grow angrier each email I grow more frustrated with you. Silence
beyond all things in the only way we can have a future friendship.
*
Anyway, I’m going to sleep. First chance to sleep in an actual bed in weeks. I’ll write
more soon: it’s just been very hectic lately
And the UK is shit in terms of hospitality. Hope everything is good with you, my dear!
*
Ummmmm.
You betta
*
Fry egg for imram?

!

Yes & 1 slice wd
Egg 1 wd jam.
*
You are wow.
Hear you about
the s’mores.
La mass.
Cold, old, but the work is a fire to think to.
*
I thought u would call
*
Confirmed.
I’m pregnant.
*
Come on
U seemed liked u did
*

!
Beautiful!!!!
!
Thank you.
*

I’ll have half an hour before I have to go to dc, just in time for a quick bj, if you’re
interested. Where do you live?
*
Now that we both know what the word Relax means, we have the start of our own
phrase. Lol. I can’t wait to relax with you and make you smile!!
*
I love you and want to spend my life with you....you are my soulmate, I just know it. And
I can't wait to see you and hold you in my arms again
*
Enough about me, tell about the glittery Eiffel. I guess you are watching it glitter right
now. Does the negative space glitter too?
*
Hey baby, I love the new pics...I love you too...I want to kiss your lips, neck, and breast
tonight, and your moist Pussy-Cat at some future date.
*

!

Nay tis dark!
Almost 8 pm
Hahaha 1am so pleased for your wetness
*
I am a man of few words and chocolate is one of them.
*
Made me think of you

!
I wnt tht bed
!
I want you in bed
!

*
Every morning the bed is filled with our bodies our love our hand which a dreamd and
together we never a miss a chance to kiss

!
And when I ask about our sex problems he does “it’s not you, I know, it’s ok”
!
So then what is it is the next question
!
Brb
!

Arg I gotta run stay strong woman
*
Freedom wine, freedom tartines, if I was a bad boy I would even suggest to finish by
some freedom kissing, but that would not be proper writing to a young lady.
*

you are very pretty
fuck off charmer
*
They? U gave a video of us fucking to some 1 else2 transfer. Smh I am over here with
encrypted hard drives, passwords on phone, and don’t use cloud service and are giving
movies to the guy at the store . . .
*
I reminisce about our first date and our first kiss in the park.
Get ready to be wet...I'm hard just thinking about yr lips, breast,and yr beautiful
ass....tell me what u want & how u want it, baby....I want to make u happy.
*
Yes, I want kiss in every language!
*
I'm currently earning my ranger credentials in rigorous training program. Rest assured I
am the man for this mission, and the man for you as well!
*
Promise me that you will still be in love with me when you return to NYC. I have been
under your spell since our first conversation.
*
I still haven't figured out where the border is between crushes and love. Is that so
important? Crushes are so wonderful and love is so mysterious.
*
I don't think I will fall in love next week, I checked the moon, the stars, and my
horoscope, it is not a good week for that.
*
For some reason, I could not get on hotmail yesterday and just got your mail as
Thursday's breakfast.
*
She dragged him to a tiny bookstore on St, Mark’s Place, where she browsed for nearly
an hour, and when they left insisted that they dance a tango on the sidewalk in front of
strangers.

!

She was like that, excited and delighted by little things, crossing her fingers before any
remotely unpredictable event.... It was a quality he did not understand... As if the world
contained hidden wonders he could not anticipate, or see.
*
What I would like to say is that the enjoyment of being with you did throw me on a
different orbit, somehow and that is a good thing for one can see from a different
perspective and one thing it told me was that I did have to do some more serious
thinking about what I really wanted to have and what I really wanted to avoid.
*
Good about thinking of the time we spent, what we shared, how we shared it and I
want to keep that good feeling alive.

*
I was wondering, and procrastinating about, how to convey written information to you
without being tormented, silly, seductive or sad
*
Maybe we could try to behave tonight, watch a movie and then kiss goodnight on the
forehead and then go to sleep.
*
I think that I was so absorbed by watching your sexy lips move as you were telling me
about the trains, that I forgot what I had to remember. Was it the D or the B?
*
So, now, I have to move my cute butt, but to be perfectly honest, I'd rather have a nap
or at least daydream about the past wonderful evening and night.
*
How embarassing, I did spell your name with a "y". I think it probably means
something, even though it was not intentional. Maybe my way to integrate your Indian
roots into american culture. Something you seem to do very well, elegantly and with
lots of charm.
*
The other thing was a thought about talking too much or too little about oneself to
someone new. A fine balance, as saying too much or too little could have the opposite
consequences of what one might expect. I will not give any example for my argument, I
can only think of bad or improper ones.
*
And talking about improper, I will not ask, like sarah the israeli doctor, if you thought
about me. OK, that was bad, but I had a good motive: to imagine that nice eye
movement you just did reading my sentence.
*
The pillow smells of your hair. I will use that one tonight.
*
I’ve been busy making a few things that I think are now yours, it’s just a matter of how
you receive them
*
‘I mean, really, I don't want to add to the exhaustion factor either; you know me and my,
wondrous needs, of you and what you have to offer, right?
*
First of all I like you being a conceptualist. I love it, However it gotta be pursued like
astrophysics to be taken seriously otherwise it become dismissed.
*
Also I thought you are very beautiful woman and you need to stop hiding behind your
intelligence and wit and let it shine.

!

